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Abstract. A recommendation system represents a machine learning technique that examines and presents user preferences derived from their online activities. In today's digital landscape, recommendation systems find widespread use in short video platforms. These systems scrutinize user actions such as search history and viewing patterns to proactively suggest videos aligned with individual tastes. Leveraging an effective recommendation system to propose high-quality videos tailored to user preferences proves advantageous in sustaining user engagement and boosting platform traffic. Nonetheless, users with specialized interests or newcomers to the platform may receive less accurate recommendations due to limited data availability. The development of an artificial intelligence-based recommendation system can significantly expedite product searches, enhance search precision, foster user loyalty, augment average order values, and bolster overall conversion rates. In the realm of artificial intelligence applications, recommendation systems have become indispensable components. This paper delves into the algorithms for automatically analyzing and recommending music based on users' historical playback records. The study employs a random forest model to train the recommendation algorithm.
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1. Introduction

A recommendation system is a machine learning technique that analyzes and displays user preferences based on their browsing history. Nowadays, recommendation systems are commonly used in short video applications, where they analyze user behaviors such as search history and viewing history to proactively recommend videos that align with user preferences. Using an effective recommendation system to suggest high-quality videos that match user preferences is beneficial for maintaining user engagement and increasing platform traffic. However, for users with niche interests or new users, the lack of sufficient data may lead to less accurate recommendations. Building an artificial intelligence recommendation system can significantly shorten product search time, improve search relevance, enhance user loyalty, enhance average order value, and increase overall conversion rates. Currently, recommendation systems are an essential module in the field of artificial intelligence applications.

In recent times, there has been a growing prevalence of intelligent algorithms. By harnessing the power of these algorithms, it becomes feasible to offer accurate feedback regarding particular user actions and suggest content that aligns with their interests. This research endeavors to delve into the algorithms utilized in recommendation systems by examining the historical playback data of music. The aim is to leverage this analysis to generate personalized recommendations for users, enhancing their music streaming experience.

2. Method

2.1. Dataset Introduction

songs.csv shown in Figure 1 contains data about songs. It includes song IDs, length, genre, composer, performer, and language codes. test.csv shown in Figure 2 contains a substantial amount of data regarding music playback by platform users. It includes user IDs, music IDs, the source of music resources, and the mode of playback. To facilitate analysis of individual users, the data has been filtered to retain only the playback data under a single user.
2.2. Computing Similarity

2.2.1 Approach

The idea is to take a song from the historical record library as a sample and compare its various indicators with the song information in the music database. Assign a value of 1 to identical features and 0 to different features. Calculate a score for each song as the song similarity and recommend songs with higher similarity.

2.2.2 Code Implementation

1) Read the data and store the information of recommended songs in a dataframe called “rec”.
2) Traverse the song information table and calculate the similarity between each song and the sample song.
3) Record the song with the highest similarity for recommendation.

Problems and Algorithm Limitations

The weights of different indicators in preference calculation may vary, and it is not appropriate to assign the same weight to different indicators hastily. Comparing the similarity based on a single song from the historical records does not involve a comprehensive analysis of all the data, resulting in preference recommendations that lack universality.

3. Random Forest

Random Forest is a classifier that consists of multiple decision trees and can be used for both classification and regression problems, as well as dimensionality reduction tasks. It exhibits good tolerance towards outliers and noise and provides better prediction and classification performance compared to a single decision tree [1].

3.1. Random Sampling and Training Decision Trees

To generate a representative sample with a size of N, conduct N iterations of random sampling with replacement, extracting one sample each time. This process results in N diverse samples. Subsequently, these selected N samples are employed to train a decision tree, which serves as the root node of the decision tree [2-5].
3.2. Attributes for Node Splitting

When each sample comprises M attributes, at each node splitting point in the decision tree, a random selection of n attributes is made from the total M attributes. From this subset of n attributes, one specific attribute is chosen as the splitting attribute for the given node.

3.3. Repeating Step 2 Until no Further Splitting is Possible

The process of forming the decision tree involves splitting each node according to Step 2. This process continues until no further splitting is possible.

3.4. Building a Large Number of Decision Trees to Form a Forest

By following Steps 1 to 3, this study built a large number of decision trees, forming a random forest.

3.5. Code implementation steps

This process consists of many steps including: 1) Modules Loading 2) Config 3) Data Loading 4) Filling Null Values 5) Feature Selection 6) The output is a dataframe including the information of music it recommended. The results of the model can be found in Figure 3.

\[ \text{Figure 2. The result of the model (Photo/Picture credit: Original).} \]

4. Discussion

4.1. Principles of Intelligent Algorithm-Based Recommendations

The process of building recommendation models involves associating labels or profiles with the objects being recommended. However, a challenge arises when dealing with newly registered users, as the system lacks sufficient data to understand their interests and preferences. This is known as the “cold start” problem in recommendation systems. To address this problem, various strategies can be employed. User clustering techniques can group similar users together based on limited available information, allowing the system to make recommendations based on patterns observed in the clustered groups. Classification methods can also predict the interests or preferences of new users based on demographic or registration information. Open programming interfaces can encourage user engagement and facilitate data collection, helping the system gather more reliable data and reduce the impact of the cold start problem [6-9].

4.1.1 User-Based Collaborative Filtering Model

User-based collaborative filtering is a technique commonly used in video promotion that relies heavily on user information. The approach involves gathering essential user details such as gender, address, age, and basic interests to create an initial user profile. During the process of distributing
content, the model uses the similarities between users to suggest relevant and similar content to each user. By identifying users with similar characteristics and preferences, the system can personalize recommendations that align with their individual preferences. The accuracy of the platform’s predictions concerning user needs improves as the quality and depth of the user information provided increases. By incorporating more precise and detailed user information, the platform gains a better understanding of individual user preferences and can make precise recommendations based on their unique interests. Consequently, as the user information becomes more comprehensive, the platform becomes more proficient in predicting and fulfilling user needs, ultimately enhancing the overall user experience.

4.1.2 Short Video User Behavior Prediction Algorithm Based on Multi-task Learning and User Interest Change

This algorithm focuses on predicting user click-through rates for various interactions during short video viewing, such as reading comments, liking, clicking on profiles, and sharing. It recognizes that user interests in short videos can change over time, and accounting for this dynamic nature is crucial for accurate predictions. The algorithm builds upon the MMOE model by integrating a mechanism to consider user interest changes. It achieves this by incorporating sorted user historical behavior sequences as a corpus and training word embedding models using the Word2Vec algorithm. This approach allows the algorithm to gain insights into users’ dynamic interests and effectively capture the fluctuations in their interests over time.

The algorithm combines two types of features to predict user behavior. Firstly, it generates statistical features through feature engineering, which provide relevant insights into user interactions. Additionally, it utilizes dynamic interest features generated through the word embedding model, which capture the evolving interests of users. Both sets of features are then fed into the MMOE model, which ultimately produces predictions regarding user behavior during short video viewing [10].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the creation of an artificial intelligence-driven recommendation system holds the potential to greatly accelerate product searches, improve search accuracy, cultivate user loyalty, increase average order values, and boost overall conversion rates. In the field of artificial intelligence applications, recommendation systems have evolved into essential components. This paper has delved into the intricacies of algorithms for the automated analysis and recommendation of music based on users’ historical playback records, with the study utilizing a random forest model to train the recommendation algorithm.
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